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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, welcome to our COPAN bi-annual gathering.  We are pleased to present an overview of our project, a Health Impact Assessment conducted on a project in Glendale, CO.



RIVERWALK DEVELOPMENT 

1-million square foot new entertainment, retail, restaurant district proposed  just east of  
CO Blvd and north of Cherry Creek  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The subject of our Health Impact Assessment is the proposed Riverwalk development, a one-million sf entertainment, retail, restaurant district to be built just east of CO Blvd and north of Cherry Creek .  The project has been in development for several years with the City and its business partners, and is expected to break ground by the end of this year.



PARTNERS & CONTRIBUTORS: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, we had many partners in this project. Briefly, the HIA was initiated by TCHD, who approached Univ of CO-Denver College of Architecture and Planning and myself as the instructor about conducting the HIA as a semester-long graduate course with planning students.  Students were taught the HIA process, conducted data collection, researched scientific literature, shared data collected by other partners, prepared reports.We could not have done it without leveraging the resources of all our partners.

http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/


Health is the state of a person’s:  
 

– Physical 

– Mental  

– Social well-being  

 

It is not just the absence of disease or infirmity. 

HEALTH 

Source: World Health Organization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will begin with a few very brief comments on health, as most of you are experts in the field:The definition of health is thought to be overall wellbeing, not just the absence of illness.



2000 

Obesity Trends* Among U.S. Adults 
BRFSS, 1990, 2000, 2010 

(*BMI ≥30, or about 30 lbs. overweight for 5’4” person) 

2010 

1990 

No Data          <10%           10%–14%     15%–19%           20%–24%          25%–29%           ≥30%   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of us are familiar with the obesity trends in the US over the last 20 years, and how obesity has continued to increase in all states over the recent decades.  The CDC has identified obesity as a ‘winnable battle’ . Reducing the incidence of obesity also addresses a host of other chronic diseases brought on by obesity, such as diabetes and hypertension, which cost the nation billions in health care expenses.



Increasing Health Concerns 
with Obesity: 

 

•Chronic Disease 
•Type II diabetes 
•High Blood Pressure 
•High Cholesterol  
•Cardiovascular Disease   

HEALTH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the US compare with other countries in terms of obesity and its accompanying chronic diseases?  “We’re #1 !!” (and that’s not a good thing!)



HEALTH 

According to the World Health Organization, health status is determined by a range of factors. The factors listed in the 
outer three semicircles are known as the “environmental and social determinants of health” and are generally 
considered to be the root determinants of health and disease. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to the World Health Organization, health status is determined by a range of factors. The factors listed in the outer three semicircles are known as the “environmental and social determinants of health” and are generally considered to be the root determinants of health and disease.We focused our health impact assessment on the gold semicircle in the middle, the ‘infrastructure’ portion, or what we define in urban planning as the “built environment”: parks, roads, schools, housing, office buildings, transportation infrastructure.  In other words, our physical communities.The better the conditions one encounters in everyday life in their built environment, the better chance one has to experience improved health. 



WHY assess the built environment? 

The Built Environment 
is Policy in Concrete: 

Source:  Richard J Jackson MD, Designing Healthy 
Communities: Uniting the Missions and Perspectives of Public 
Health and Urban Planning Webinar, October 12, 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why evaluate health impacts of the built environment? Because it is one of the costliest, most permanent investments we make as a society.  Laws and policies can be repealed, but once you build it, you usually can’t change it for a long time. This is why it is important to carefully consider all aspects, including the health aspects, of  project in the “built environment”We focused on the built environment and its health impacts in Glendale, and we will describe the specifics to you in just a moment



Definition of 
Health Impact Assessment 
A combination of procedures, methods and tools 

that systematically  judges the potential, and 
sometimes unintended, effects of a policy, plan, 
program or project on the health of a population 
and the distribution of those effects within the 

population. HIA identifies appropriate actions to 
manage those effects. 

 
International Association for Impact Assessment, 2006 

DEFINITION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health Impact Assessments are a relatively new tool to do just what the term implies; assess health impacts.It is a systematic process, with elements common to all HIAs, to assess health impacts of a policy, a plan, a project (Riverwalk), and recommendations to mitigate any potentially negative impacts.



INTRODUCTION HIA PROCESS 
Determines the need and appropriateness of HIA 

Determines which health issues to evaluate,  
evidence basis for these impacts, methods for 
analysis, and a workplan 

Provides: 
1) A profile of existing health conditions 
2) Evaluation of potential health impacts 

Recommendations 

Development of the HIA report and the 
communication of findings and recommendations 

Tracks the impacts of new policy/plan/project on 
populations in the community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6 step- methodology common to all Health Impact AssessmentsSCREENING:  Determine needSCOPING: Identify which health issues to evaluate.  Methodology to connect these health issues to potential health impacts.  It is important to determine that evidence exists in the scientific literature  and academic research to indicate that there is a correlation between the problem you’ve identified and an improvement in health outcomes. For example, one study showed that residents in neighborhoods with sidewalks are 47% more likely to get moderate physical activity for at least 30 minutes per day than residents in neighborhoods with limited sidewalks.Or, the addition of traffic-calming road design is associated with a 20% increase in walking.Or, rates of vehicle collision, injuries and fatalities decline when the numbers of people walking or bicycling increases.You establish that there is an evidence-basis, a documented correlation, before recommending these changes in a community.In this HIA, we chose Active Transit indicators: biking, walking, using transit --- as those which have been shown to lead to improved health outcomes.3. ASSESSMENT: Research the existing health conditions, including identifying vulnerable populations; use available health data.  EX:  Census, socioeconomic, BRFSS, traffic accidents, - Conduct data analysis of all conditions in your environment.  Here, physical conditions in our built environment:  For example sidewalks: how many feet of sidewalks, condition of sidewalks, are they connected to where people need to walk, are they safe and well lit? 4. Recommendations to improve the built environment to lead to better health outcomes.5. Present research results6. Finally,   post-HIA evaluation important to go back, determine whether your recommendations indeed achieved what they set out to do.



 
•  Increase transparency in the policy decision-making process 
 

•  Support community engagement in the decision-making process 
 

•  Serve vulnerable populations who typically may not have a ‘seat at the table’ 
 

•  Shift decision-making from an economic to an overall quality of life framework 
 

•  Identify the trade-offs involved with a project or policy 
 
 

WHY HIA? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Particularly important as a tool to identify and prioritize the health needs of vulnerable populations with regard to a regulatory policy, new development proposal, new transportation policy.Shifts discussion to overall quality of life framework.Health is personal and yet a shared value; we all know when we feel we are in a healthy place or community.



1969    National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires study of 
      environmental & health effects; emphasis was environment 
 
1980s  World Health Organization encourages Health Promotion/Healthy Public
      Policy in 1986 Ottawa Charter 
 
1990s  - England recommends analysis of impacts of policy on health inequities 
 - WHO publishes Gothenburg Consensus Paper on HIA 
 - First HIA in U.S. (San Francisco Living Wage policy) 
 
2000s  - World Bank requires HIA of all large projects 
 - HIA on proposed Alaska North Slope Oil Lease 
 
2010s  - HIA used around the world  
 - More common in U.S. (about 100 completed) 
 - HIA Practice Standards Released 
 
     

A Brief History of HIA HISTORY of HIA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public health agencies as well as other organizations are increasingly using HIA as one of several means to raise awareness about health determinants, to advance health supportive public policy, and to collaborate across institutional and disciplinarysectors.The emergence of  an interdisciplinary  practice is the exciting part here: planners, public health agencies, civil engineers, parks designers, architects , developers , elected officials, business people, nonprofits working together to produce a comprehensive, integrated study of health impacts of programs, projects, policies. 



HIAs ACROSS THE COUNTY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the US, health impact assessments are increasingly being conducted as communities want to consider health in their policies.  West and east coasts have been most prolific and had the most political support in conducting HIAs, upper Midwest



HIAs ACROSS COLORADO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Colorado is increasing its interest in quantifying and maximizing its health outcomes in policies and programs.  Commerce City I believe was the first in Colorado to conduct an HIA. Several in Denver, Stapleton; Thornton, Battlement Mesa HIA on health impacts of oil and gas drilling is in draft form



• Assess possible impacts on, and recommendations for, active 

transit in Glendale as it relates to the new Glendale Riverwalk. 

• Create healthier options to access Glendale’s Riverwalk. 

• Increase physical activity among residents and workers. 

• Utilize the location of the Riverwalk to make enhancements 

throughout the community. 

• Develop a useful guide for future improvements. 

OBJECTIVES OF GLENDALE HIA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also, how does the Riverwalk interact with other key community assetsTo study active transit and walkability in the context of healthTo provide recommendations for increasing positive health outcomes through increased active transit and walkabilityTo identify vulnerable populations that experience disparities in active transit and walkabilityAim for creating Complete Streets, that are safe, comfortable and convenient for multimodal travel



PARTNERS & CONTRIBUTORS: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you might imagine, collaboration is very important in such a process, and we partnered with a resource-rich group of partners. You can leverage resources and do more with less when you have partners. Labor, money, technical expertise are all resources that these partners brought to the table. HIA initiated by TCHD, who approached Univ of CO-Denver College of Architecture and Planning about conducting the HIA as a semester-long graduate course with planning students.  Students were taught the HIA process, conducted data collection, researched scientific literature, shared data collected by other partners, prepared reports.Share Data, information, resourcesBuild RelationshipsAdvocacy for priorities

http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/


GLENDALE, CO 



GLENDALE, CO 



RIVERWALK DEVELOPMENT 

 New development will add year-round activities to Glendale, and bring about significant changes in walkability, bikeability, 
access to public transportation, vehicular traffic, access and connectivity, and economic development opportunities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very conceptual rendering, not the final design1.5 million square-foot “Riverwalk” entertainment district on 42 acres, 20 of which will be open space on Cherry Creekretail, restaurants, hotels, officean outdoor amphitheater, a navigable canal,  a Rugby Hall of Fame, and a trolley system.  will add year-round activities to Glendalebring about significant changes in walkability, bikeability, access to public transportation, vehicular traffic, access and connectivity, and economic development opportunitiesIt is expected to dramatically increase the amount of people and traffic, but also provide many more places to walk and bike to



 SCOPING: ACTIVE TRANSIT 

Scoping Pathway Diagram: 
 

Selected Health Determinants: 
1. Automobile Traffic 
2. Access and connectivity 
3. Personal Safety 
4. Walkability 
5. Bikeability 
6. Public Transit 



 SCOPING 
Important to conduct a literature review to 
determine the evidence base that supports 
the recommendations 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to have an evidence base that supports the assessment methods and recommendations



ASSESSMENT: Various data sources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANC is a detailed physical observation that was conducted on every block in GlendaleIt looks at the quality of the pedestrian/biking environmentAlso conducted a community survey of residents and workers in GlendaleAsked about their walking and biking habits and challenges they haveU.S Census 2010; 2009 American Community SurveyColorado Department of Health 2009 BRFSS Data CDOT Vehicle Counts; Bicycle CountsGlendale Police Department Crime and Accident Data; DUI DataThe Denver Planning DepartmentThe Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD)Arapahoe CountyCity of Glendale



Population: 4,184  

Size: 0.6 square miles 

Households: 2,630 

Renters: 92%  

Median Income: $32,500 

Families in Poverty: 24.2% 

Median Age: 27.7  

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Densest city in Colorado – roughly 10 people per acre or 7 du/acrePoint out graph of Foreign born population



Certain demographic groups face significant 

barriers to getting enough physical activity.  
 

• Seniors  

– 4.2% of Glendale Population; Growing 

• Children 

– 18% of population  

• Low Income Population 

– 24% of Families in Glendale are below the Poverty line 

• Minorities 

– 31% of Glendale residents are foreign born 

– 16 different languages spoken in Glendale 

• People with Disabilities 

– 17% of Glendale Residents are disabled 

– 64% of Glendale Seniors are disabled 

AT RISK POPULATIONS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glendale has higher rate of vulnerable populations than most other metro area communities



PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 

ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

PERSONAL 
SAFETY TRAFFIC 

WALKABILITY BICYCLING TRANSIT 

ACCESS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll talk about a few selected preliminary findings and recommendations Still working on draft, will be out for review soon



WALKABILITY 
 
Walkable Communities: 
• Have pedestrian amenities 

• Have connected, direct routes 

• Have a variety of destinations 

• Provide access to convenient transit 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use bottom image to illustrate key featuresAesthetically pleasing Have real and perceived safety Accessible parks and open space



WALKABILITY 
 
 

Key Findings: 

84% of streets have attached sidewalks 

• Detached sidewalks are more pleasant 

42% of Glendale Streets have both 

residential and non-residential uses 

Only 7% of streets have on-street parking 

• Provides a buffer for pedestrians  

50% of streets have shaded walking areas 

• Shade=protection from UV rays 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trees alsoTrees provide oxygenClean the air of pollutants



WALKABILITY 
Recommendations: 
 

• Create buffers between sidewalk 
and street ways  
 

• Add missing sidewalk segments 
 

• Add on street parking 
 

• Encourage way-finding with 
signs, maps, and landscape 
cues to direct pedestrians 
  

Wayfinding 

Sidewalk Buffers 



BICYCLING 
KEY FINDINGS 
 

• No marked bike lanes, sharrows or route 
indicators in Glendale 
 

• About 2% bike to work 
 

• Community feed back indicated conflicts 
on Cherry Creek path 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY FINDINGS66,000 bike trips per year on Cherry Creek Trail Glendale could easily add 2-3 miles of bike  lanes. This would likely increase bike-to-work share to 4-5%Lack of bike lanes were also a top challenge on the survey (23%)A recent study suggested that if residents of several large Midwestern cities made 50% of their short trips by bicycle it would yield savings of approximately $3.8 billion/year from avoided mortality and reduced health care costs. 



Recommendations: 
 

• Place bike lanes and sharrows on 
key streets 
 

• Provide bike facilities at the 
Riverwalk and throughout 
Glendale 
 

• Separate bicycle and pedestrian 
users along the Cherry Creek Trail  
 

BICYCLING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add bike lanes on other key streets, such as Ash, S. Cherry, Virginia, Mississippi and Kentucky.Add sharrows to residential streets, such as Dexter & Tennessee.Bike facilities include secure parking, shower/changing facilities, possibly a repair shop



TRANSIT 
Key Findings: 
 

• 17% of Glendale residents do not 
have a car  
 

• 11% of residents commute via 
transit 
 

• All residents live within ¼ mile of 
bus stop 
 

• Only 4% of Glendale residents 
work in Glendale 

Distance reachable in 29 
minutes on public transit: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transit is an important transportation component for Glendale recommendations as many are dependent upon itWhen one takes transit they are either a pedestrian or cyclist as well, ensuring some physical activityMAP IS: How far one could travel from Cherry St & Cherry Creek S, on transit, in 20 minutes or lessNearly one third of Americans don’t drive. 21% of Americans over 65 All children under 16 Low income residents who can’t afford to drive Majority of Glendale residents traveling  Downtown for work- DTC Second 10% transit usage for work trips - significantly higher than Denveror Arapahoe 8 bus lines service Glendale 3 are rush hour only Most are on outer edges of city 



TRANSIT 
Recommendations: 

• Prioritize infrastructure improvements near transit stops 

• Improve the safety and attractiveness of bus stops 

• Provide informational signage/kiosks near transit stops 

• Incentivize employers to subsidize employees who commute to work via 
mass transit, bicycle or foot 

• Work with RTD to improve bus service to employment centers 



ACCESS 
 
Key Findings: 
 

• Large surface parking lots inhibit 
connectivity 
 

• Avg. block length is 620 feet 
(desired is 300-400) 
 

• More than 1/3 of street 
segments missing a portion of 
sidewalk 
 

• Poorly placed/sized sidewalks 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access is the ability to reach desired destinations (such as retail, entertainment, parks, food) on foot, bike or transit



  ACCESS 
Recommendations: 
 
 

• Complete sidewalk network, grid 
pattern 

 

• Create bicycle/pedestrian corridor 
between Riverwalk & Infinity Park 
 

• Provide pedestrian and bicycle  
pathways through parking lots 
 

• Fill in surface lots with new 
development 
 

• Improve connectivity with Cherry 
Creek Bike Path 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide safe and convenient pedestrian connections to public and private amenities 



TRAFFIC 
 

Key Findings: 
 

• Average street width is 55 feet – ideal is around 28 feet (excepting 
high traffic volume streets)  

• Wider streets result in increased vehicle speed  
 

• Top challenge to walking and biking in the survey was traffic 
volume/speed 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing vehicular traffic in Glendale should be seen as a way to improve pedestrian, bicyclist and automobile safety.Challenge was 34%About one pedestrian killed every 107 minutes71% of pedestrian/vehicle collisions occur in urban areas66% between 6pm and 6am Currently an abundance of surface parking lots and wide streets in GlendaleDesigned vs. Posted speed limit



TRAFFIC 
Automobile Collisions 

Automobile Collisions with 
Pedestrians or Bicyclists 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are all collisions in Glendale from Jan. 2008 to June 2011Majority of vehicular collisions with cyclists and pedestrians occur on Colorado, Virginia and Cherry



TRAFFIC 

Benefits of Roundabouts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roundabouts intersections could include Cherry & Cherry Creek Blvd, Cherry & Kentucky, Kentucky & BirchAsh & Cherry good candidates for “road diets” – narrowing through addition of bike lanes, on-street parking, possible removal of traffic laneTraffic calming could include: Raised Cross Walks Textured Pavements Neckdowns Bike LanesPedestrian Refuge Islands



ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
Walkable and bikeable 
communities can lead to… 
 

• More retail activity and 
increased sales tax 
revenues – particularly for 
small businesses 
 

• Reductions in property 
vacancies 
 

• Higher property values 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important, related benefit to these types of changes to the built environment is increased economic benefitsGolden, CO was able to increase sales tax revenue on retail corridor where they introduced 4 roundaboutsDowntown Littleton has seen a large increase in economic activity since improving the walkability of that districtAssure access to daily goods and service needs within the GRWD Create a safe and aesthetically pleasant active transit link between the GRWD and Infinity Park Brand the GRWD and city as a place that is safe and easy for pedestrian and bicycle users 



• Obtain public comment on HIA draft report 
• Share findings 
• Implement recommendations: 

– During planning & design 
– After construction 
– When undertaking other planning efforts 

• Monitor post-development 
• Enjoy a happier, healthier Glendale 

NEXT STEPS FOR GLENDALE HIA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a public process, transparency, want to include public input from preliminary findingsHope to continue working with the City, Chamber, to offer technical expertise from our HIA during planning and construction to promote these active transportation elements in the Glendale Community.Would like the opportunity to monitor and evaluate the 



•Partners and collaboration are crucial 
 

•Data collection challenges (cost, timeframe, local level)  
 

•Strive for better multi-cultural community engagement  
 

 
 

LESSONS LEARNED 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ex: Glendale used funding from CO Health Fdn to bring Walkable and Livable Communities Institute to Glendale, invited us to attend the walking audit where our graduate students collected field data to inform the study.CU-Denver provided graduate student resources to collect data, conduct surveys, provide GIS mapping.  It takes a villageEX:  study area of Glendale is half-square mile; most census and health data is collected at county, health region or state level.  Can pay for data sets if you have budget.  Can pay for customized data but may not be available for year or more. Need to select the best available data at the most accurate scale, make some calls (Glendale is in Arapahoe County, but population more closely resembles Denver for diversity).EX:  16 languages spoken in Glendale; unique; would have liked to find ways to reach out to resident population through native language or cultural organizations to get more citizen participation.  Large rental vs. homeowner population presents challenges in engaging.  Not insurmountable, but need to tailor your time constraints to available resources.



• Build collaboration between planning & public health agencies 
 

• Build awareness about connection between health and land use among elected 
officials, general public, planners, community groups 
 

• White House Task Force on Childhood Obesity Report to the President: 
“Communities should be encouraged to consider the impacts of built environment   
policies and regulations on human health”  
 

• State and federal level efforts to incorporate HIA into regulatory process 
 

• Calls from the OCCUPY movement to improve the lives of the vast majority of 
Americans experiencing economic insecurity reinforces the commitment to 
improving health and reducing health disparities.  

 

OUTLOOK & FUTURE OF HIAs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The outlook of HIA practice is bright:Is interdisciplinary; builds bridges between disciplines.  City planners are the discipline that carries forward project proposals, local ordinances, policies through the public process and into law or approval; health agencies have expertise in health practices and outcomes. Awareness among community membersWhite House Task Force calling for health impacts of built environment be considered.California Healthy Places Act (2007) Federal Healthy Places Act (2006) Maryland Healthy Places Act (2007)Minnesota Healthy Communities Act (2011) Montgomery County, Maryland - Board of Health Regulation requiring a HIA for major road projects (2009) New Mexico Health Impact Assessment Bill (2010) Washington Bill Requiring Replacement of SR 520 Bridge to Include HIA (2007) Washington Bill 2SSB 6195 "An act relating to health impact assessments" (2006)West Virginia Senate Bill 558 (2007)And finally, in a page out of today’s headlines, the OCCUPY movement reminds us of the relevance of the consideration of health impacts of projects or policies in our communities.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In closing, we hope to encourage more active transportation opportunities in our communities for these, and alleviate some of the negative impacts that come from these.



Thank you to our  
Partners and Contributors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, we want to thank all of our partners and contributors without whom this HIA would not have been possible.I would like to introduce Mayor Larry Harte of the City of Glendale, who will talk to us about the implications for improving health outcomes in Glendale and next steps forward on the Riverwalk project.

http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/
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